Date
What time was the discovery made?
What time was the nurse manager notified?
What time was security called?
What time was law enforcement notified?
What time was administration notified?
Who notified administration?
What time was the facility operator notified to call
a Code Pink drill?
Does PA system reach all areas of the health
care facility?
Are some areas too noisy to hear PA announcements?
Who was assigned to stay with the nurse
who discovered the missing infant?
Who was assigned to stay with the mother
of the missing infant?
Were patients alerted a drill was in progress?
What parts of the infant abduction prevention plan
were affected?
 Did someone manage to breach the security entrance?


Was someone carrying an infant in his or her arms?



Were OB staff members wearing visible ID badges?

Did abductor have a visitor badge?
Were all egresses, as identified in prevention
plan, monitored?
Was search of entire OB unit accomplished?
Were the rest of the infants accounted for?
Were trash cans searched?
Were suspicious people approached/followed?
Suspect description:

Drill critique form
Time
Yes

No

N/A

Descriptors

Name



Age.



Race.



Eye color.



Weight.



Height.

Anything unusual about the person such as a limp?
Description of suspicious vehicle:


Make.



Model.



Color.



Year.



Tag number.



Anything unusual about vehicle?

Direction of travel for any suspicious vehicle?
Did all staff members stay on duty until end of the drill?
Was a staff member assigned to the designated
crime scene so it was not disturbed?
Was infant’s picture, medical records and blood
specimen secured?
Was a temporary command center set up in the
department of concern?
When was the National Center for Missing &
®
Exploited Children notified?
Who notified the National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children?
When was the FBI notified?
Who notified the FBI?
When was the security tape retrieved for evidence?
Who retrieved the tape?
Was drill realistic?

Did staff members perform according to protocol?
What time were other birthing facilities in area notified?
What was the length of the drill?
What time was the all-clear sounded?
What time were periphery guards notified?
When were drill evaluations submitted?
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